MCCSD Rules
Dear Brothers and sisters, Aslaam Alikom Wa Rahmatu ALLAH Wa Barakato;
Based on our Islamic teachings and taking the advantage of being in the blessed month of
Ramadan and with all beautiful remodeling happened recently in our own building, MCCSD
requests from all of our beloved community members, children and parents, brothers and
sisters to be compliant as much as possible with the following rules at MCCSD to have a safe,
clean and comfortable place for all of us.
1-Children:
1. Parents are responsible for their children at all times.
2. Children must stay inside the MCCSD building. Being outside requires having a
supervised adult as well as parent’s permission.
3. No screaming, running, Jumping on the couch, or shouting.
4. Appropriate language and manners along with full respect to adults are required.
5. Quran Academy (QA) Students of all ages should follow QA rules and their parents
should contact the Imam regularly to maximize the students’ benefits and secure their
safety and adherence to the rules.
2-Youth (10 years and older):
1. Youth participation in maintaining and cleaning our property, organizing MCCSD events,
and having their input in MCCSD matters are anticipated from our future community
leaders!
2. Showing a good example to children all the time is anticipated.
3. Appropriate language and manners, voice control, as well as full respect to adults all the
times are required.
4. No playing or running in the front parking area.
5. Climbing to the building roof is absolutely prohibited.
6. Violence of any degrees to others is absolutely prohibited. MCCSD Board may take
further action regarding this matter once indicated.
3-Prayer areas:
1. No food or drink (except water) is allowed in Brothers’ prayer area at any time.
2. Keeping our prayer area clean all the time and having quietness especially with ongoing
prayer. It is prohibited to distract someone while praying.
3. The Imam is the only person managing the Prayer time and other religious activities.
4. Cellualr phones and Pagers should be turned off or put on the Vibration mode.
5. All of us are responsible for teaching our children the manners of Masjid and controlling
their behaviors.
6. Appropriate handling and placement of the Quran with full respect are all mandatory.
7. Proper Muslim attire including wearing Hejaab for the sisters is expected.
8. Any announcement or delivering a speech inside the Masjid should be approved by the
Imam first and in a timely fashion.

4-Parking:
1. Only brothers and sisters with the official permits are allowed to use the handicapped
parking lots.
2. The designated parking lot for the Imam is limited to his use.
3. Safety of our children, ourselves, and other pedestrians must always be prioritized.
4. Using the rear parking lot is always available and should be used rather than using our
neighbors’ parking lots.
5. No block of the roadways and No parking in front of the dumpster.
5-Eating Manners:
1. Eating should be limited to the designated areas. Eating or drinking (except water) at
the Men’s prayer area or the reception area is NOT allowed.
2. Food or water wasting is prohibited based on our Islamic teachings.
3. Cleaning after eating along with plates and bottles proper trashing are required.
4. It is requested from all brothers and sisters to help in cleaning tables, arranging
chairs/tables, and collecting & disposing trash.
6-Other General Manners:
1. Any feedback or concerns regarding MCCSD Employees should be discussed or notified
to MCCSD Board members rather than to the employee himself.
2. Any Activity or gathering event inside MCCSD should be approved in advance by the
Board or the Imam.
3. Bringing Clothes, home or other personal items to MCCSD for donation should be done
ONLY if requested by MCCSD Board or the Imam.
4. Proper use of the bathroom especially by our kids regarding right toilet use, not to
waste water, and good cleaning after use are always encouraged.
5. Shoes placement in the shoes racks (NOT in the front of the prayer areas’ doors) is
required.
6. All community members are responsible for preserving MCCSD property and materials
7. As always, practicing our social Islamic manners such as delivering our Islamic greetings,
respecting and helping others, guarding our tongues and gauzes is highly rewarded.
Thank you very much for your cooperation and support and May ALLAH SWT reward
and guide us all.
MCCSD Board

